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Relative probabilities are computed for the p decay of an odd-odd nucleus with excitation 
of different rotational states of the non-axially-symmetrical even-even daughter nucleus. 
The theory is compared with experiment for the p decay of Re186 , Np238 , Eu154 , Re190 , 

and Ir190• 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IT has been shown by Alaga, Alder, Bohr, and 
Mottelson1 that the relative intensities of (3 tran
sitions from a given initial nuclear state to differ
ent rotational states of a daughter nucleus obey 
rules that are analogous to the intensity rules for 
the fine structure and superfine structure of atomic: 
spectra. These authors assumed axial symmetry 
for all nuclei, as a result of which the only rota
tional levels of even-even nuclei were given by 
theformula EJ=AJ(J+1), J=0,2,4, .... It 
was further assumed that the wave functions of 
nuclear states can be represented by simple prod
ucts of the functions (/)K, representing internal 
motion, and D~:K• which depend on the Euler 
angles that describe the spatial orientation of the 
nucleus: 

~JMK = V (2J + I) I 8rr2 tp!(D~fK· 

The assumption of axial symmetry for all nuclei 
does not appear to be justified. It has been shown 
by the calculations of Gellikman,2 Zaikin,3 and 
Davydov and Filippov4 that the equilibrium shape 
of a nucleus may not necessarily possess axial 
symmetry. In references 5 and 6 the energy 
levels of non -axisymmetric even -even nuclei were 
calculated for different values of a parameter y 
which determines the departure from axial sym
metry. It was shown that the rotational states of 
even -even nuclei include certain excited states 
which were previously regarded as y and (3 

vibrational levels. Since the relative energies and 
wave functions of all rotational levels can be de
termined unambiguously for each nucleus, when 
the energy ratio of two levels with spin 2 is known 
it becomes possible to estimate the relative prob
abilities of (3 transitions from a given state of 
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the parent nucleus to different rotational states 
of a non -axisymmetric nucleus. Such relative 
probabilities of (3 transitions will be calculated 
in the present paper. 

2. RATIO OF SQUARED ABSOLUTE VALUES OF 
MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR (3 DECAY TO DIF
FERENT ROTATIONAL LEVELS 

The (3 decay of an odd-odd parent nucleus with 
integral spin produces an even-even nucleus. 
(3 decay is characterized by the angular momentum 
L which is carried away by the electron and anti
neutrino and may be associated with the operator 
ID1 L , where Jl is the projection of L in some 
givfn direction. 

To investigate the excitation of rotational states 
of the daughter nucleus in (3 decay it is convenient 
to express ID1Lil in terms of multipole operators 
ID1Lv defined in the coordinate system fixed in the 
nucleus; we use the transformation 

(2.1) 

Final rotational states of the even -even daughter 
nucleus can be represented in the adiabatic approx
imation by the wave functions 

where 

~Jmi = l:Axi<DJK, 
K 

[ 2J + 1 ]'/• <DJK = cpJ (r) 16ro2 (1 + o0K) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and cp J ( r) is an internal-state wave function of 
the daughter nucleus. The coefficients AKi which 
determine the rotational-state wave functions were 
calculated in references 5 and 6. 
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The initial-state wave function of a parent nu
cleus with spin I is represented in the adiabatic 
approximation by 

,, l 

tPrM = q;1 (r)L.JaKDMK· 
K 

(2.4) 

The reduced probability of a {3 transition with 
angular momentum L carried away by the elec
tron and antineutrino is given by 

B(L; /-di)=~ 21 ~_ 1 h I(JmiiW1L[J.IIM)I 2 • ( 2 .5) 
m[LM 

Substituting (2.1), (2.2), and (2.4) into (2.5) and in
tegrating over the Euler angles, we obtain (2.5) in 
the form of two factors, one of which depends on 
m Lv and the wave functions representing internal 
motion, while the other factor depends on the pa
rameters aK and AKi and the coefficients of 
vector addition which are dependent on the quan
tum numbers IKJK'L. 

We consider the ratio of reduced probabilities 
for {3 transitions from a given initial state of the 
parent nucleus to different rotational states asso
ciated with the same internal state of the daughter 
nucleus. When 

{ 
min (K + K'), 

L < min (K + K"), 
for K=j=O, K' ofoO, 

for K =!= 0, K" =!= 0, (2.6) 

this ratio will not contain expressions relating to 
the internal state. Thus 

B(L; I~J'i')!B(L; 1--d"i") 

I 
L] aKA·k-t, (I LKK'- K I J' K') 1

2 

KK' 

I
. )J aKAf:.·t• (ILKK"- K I J"K") 1

2 
• 

KK" 
(2. 7) 

At the present time we unfortunately do not know 
the coefficients aK which determine the wave func
tions (2.4) of odd-odd nuclei. In some instances we 
must therefore express the initial-state wave func
tion of the parent nucleus by 

l 
~lMK = rD (r) DMK· 

The probability ratio (2. 7) now becomes 

H(L; IK-d'i')!B(L; IK~J"i") 

1 ~AL·(ILKK' -K IJ'K') r 

I~Af .. r· (ILKK"-KIJ"K")i 2
, 

K' I 

if K = 0 or if (2.6) is fulfilled. 

(2.8) 

Finally, in a still rougher approximation, when 
definite values of the quantum number K' are as-

signed to the rotational states, the branching ratio 
(2. 7) reduces to the following ratio that was derived 
in reference 1: 

B(L; IK~J'K')!B(L; IK-d"K") 

=(I LKK' -K I J'K')2 I (I LKK'- K I J"K')2 , (2.9) 

when (2.6) is fulfilled or when K = 0 or K' = 0. 

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS 

It is well known that the probabilities of allowed 
{3 transitions are characterized conveniently by the 
quantity Tf0, where T is the half-life and f0 is 
the Fermi function which represents the integral 
of the electron energy distribution function. The 
Fermi function depends on the transition energy, 
nuclear charge and charge of the emitted particle. 

The product Tfo is inversely proportional to 
the square of the absolute value of the matrix ele
ment corresponding to an allowed transition ( L = 
0 or 1 with unchanged parity). In the general case 
of forbidden {3 transitions this simple relation 
does not exist; for these transitions it is evidently 
essential to use a combination of different types 
of interaction whose relative contributions are 
not easily determined. The so-called unique {3 

transitions are exceptions. 
In the case of unique n-th forbidden transitions 

( L = n + 1, with changing parity when n is odd) 
Tfn is inversely proportional to the square of the 
transition matrix element, where fn is the inte
gral of the electron energy distribution function 
for the given type of decay. 

Davidson 1 has shown that, neglecting the influ
ence of the Coulomb field, we may use the approxi
mation 

(3.1) 

where cn depends on the transition energy E0• In 
a rough approximation 

(3.2) 

Thus for allowed transitions (n = 0) or unique 
forbidden transitions it follows from the fact that 
( Tfn) -t is proportional to the square of the abso
lute value of the transition matrix element that the 
ratio of the values of Tfn for two {3 transitions 
from the same initial state of the parent nucleus 
to different rotational states of the daughter nu
cleus will be given by 

-r:fn (/ --o. J'i') f-r:fn (/ ->J"i") 

=!3(L; 1-+J"i")!B(L; 1-+J'i'), (3.3) 

where L = n + 1 and the probability ratio must be 
calculated by means of (2. 7) or the approximate 
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formulas (2.8) and (2.9). 
In comparing the experimental results with the 

theory it must be remembered that the experimental 
values of Tf usually represent rf0, since the 
Fermi formulas for allowed transitions are used 
to calculate f. 

We shall now apply the foregoing results to the 
decay of Re186 • Figure 1 shows the decay scheme 
(reference 9, p. 539). The maximum electron en
ergy (in kev) and the value of log10 (rf0 ) are given 
near each arrow representing a transition. The 
spin and energy in kev are given for each rotational 
level. According to reference 10 the ground state 
of Re186 has zero spin and negative parity, and the 
transition to the first excited level of Os 186 corre
sponds to L = 2 with changed parity, i.e., it is a 
unique singly forbidden transition. This conclusion 
is supported by the large value of log10 ( Tf) and 
the shape of the {3 spectrum, which results in a 
straight-line Kurie plot when the shape correction 
factor for a unique singly-forbidden transition is 
taken into account. 

FIG. 1 

Since according to the theory of non-axisymmet
ric nuclei the second excited 2+ level also repre
sents rotational excitation of Os186 the relative 
probabilities of f3 decay to these two levels can 
be calculated. From the energy ratio (5.56) of 
these two levels it follows that y = 18°. There
fore, following reference 5, the wave functions of 
the rotational levels can be written as 

o/21 =0.997<D2o+ O.C65<D 22 
rf22 = -0.065([>20 + 0.997<D,,. (3.4) 

Using (3.4) and the fact that the Re186 ground-state 
wave function corresponds to J = K = 0, we obtain 
the f3 -transition branching ratio from (2. 7): 

B(2;0_,.21)/B(2;0_,.22)= 1.3. (3.5) 

The ratio rf0 (0- 22 )/Tf0 (0- 21) = 7.94 is ob
tained experimentally. Using (3.1) and (3.2), we 
obtain 

According to (3.3) this ratio corresponds to the 
theoretical branching ratio (3.5). 

Our second example is the decay of Np238 ; the 
decay scheme is shown in Fig. 2 (see reference 9, 
p. 730 ), with the same notation as in Fig. 1. The 
energy ratio of levels with spin 2 is 23, which cor
responds to y = 8°. The rotational-state wave 
functions can be obtained from references 5 and 6. 

FIG. 2 

The ground-state wave function of Np238, with spin 3, 
is unknown and will be represented by the very 
simple form 

o/1 = '?I (D~a + OD;.o), 

where o is a parameter denoting the fractional 
share in the ground state of Np238 taken by states 
with K = 0 (for simplicity other possible values 
of K 'are disregarded). Branching ratios calcu
lated from (2. 7) for allowed f3 transitions (with 
L = 1 ) to levels of the rotational band of Pu238 

are given in Table I for two values of o, together 
with the inverse ratios of rf0 for the same transi
tions. 

TABLE I 

B (I; 3-+j)/B (I; 3-+20) 
of, (3·+20) 

j 

I 
Tf0 (3-+j) 

S=O s = 0,047 

41 0 2 0.!1 
22 104 800 250 
3 103 100 100 

We shall now consider the {3 decay of Eu154• 

According to Juliano and Stephens8 the decay of 
Eu154 to two excited levels of Gd154 having spin 2 
and energies 123 and 998 kev, corresponds to the 
values 12.9 and 11.6, respectively, for log10 (rf0 ). 

We obtain y = 14° from the energy ratio of these 
levels; the wave functions of both rotational states 
can then be determined from reference 5. The 
ground state of Eu154 has spin 3; assuming that 
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its wave function is 1/Jam = cp 3 (Dfu3 + 6Dfuo ), from 
(2. 7) with o = -0.26 we obtain for (3 transitions 
with L=1: B(1; 3-22)B-1 (1; 3-20)=20, 
which agrees with the experimental ratio 
Tfo(3-20)/Tfo(3-22)f':::l20. With 6=0 this 
ratio would be 2500, and if K is a good quantum 
number for levels with spin 2 the ratio would be
come infinite. 

We finally consider the excited rotational levels 
of Os190 resulting from the (3 decay of Re190 and 
K capture in Ir190 • The decay scheme is shown in 
Fig. 3 (see reference 9, p. 550). According to ref
erences 5 and 6 the rotational-state wave functions 
of Os 190 can be obtained by assuming y = 21 o. 

R t9o 19o I 19o 

~r &Os 3- r_ 

;r"-i: __ 
2+ 
4+--

2'--o•= 
FIG. 3 

Taking the wave functions cpD~112 and cpDfua 
for the ground states of Re190 and Ir190 , respec
tively, (2. 7) can be used to calculate the branching 
ratio for (3 decay ( L = 1 ) and K capture ( L = 1 ) 
to different rotational levels of Os190 • The results 
of these calculations are given in Table II, where 
the unit of measurement is the reduced probability 
of decay to the second excited level having spin 2. 

Table II gives a qualitative explanation of the 
experimental findings that in (3 decay of Re190 

41 
21 
61 
42 

TABLE II 

I B (1; 2---+J) Reno~osu() B (1; 34j} I uo_)-osuo 
B (1; 2-->22_>' B (1; 3-->22)' r 

I 
0 

7 .6·10-3 

0 
() 

6 ·10-4 
8 ·10-4 

0 
7 .4·10-2 

only rotational level 22 is excited and that levels 
22 and 42 are excited through K capture in Ir190 • 

The foregoing examples serve to illustrate the 
way in which (2. 7) can be used. Ignorance of the 
wave function (2.4) of the parent nucleus (when 
I ,r. 0 ) prevents a complete comparison of theory 
and experiment. When experimental values of 
Tfo are available for allowed (3 transitions to 
different rotational levels of the daughter nucleus, 
(2. 7) can be used to calculate the coefficients aK, 
which determine the dependence of the parent
nucleus wave function on the Euler angles. 
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